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F

luorescent Noble metal quantum clusters have received great attention and have been intensively studied due to their unique
photophysical and chemical properties. Properties of quantum clusters are distinctly different from bulk and metallic nanoparticle,
composed of several tens of atoms. They have sub-nanometre core size with discreet energy levels and show molecule like optical
properties. Their easy one step and green synthesis make them particularly attractive. Noble metal quantum cluster gold quantum
cluster was synthesised using various templates like peptides, amino acids, dendrimers, DNA and proteins. Among this, protein
direct synthesis of the cluster has received much attention due to its easy preparation and potential biomedical application.
We have prepared protein directed synthesis of gold, silver, copper and gold- silver alloy quantum clusters. The formed highly
stable quantum clusters showed intense fluorescence emission and were characterised using UV-Vis spectroscopy, fluorescence,
FTIR spectroscopy, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). These quantum clusters
further used for biomedical application including biosensing, such as sensing of a neurotransmitter, acetylcholine, blood-creatinine
sensing and development of biomedical devices such as intrauterine devices.
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